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 A: I think this what you want: Usage is: > python DiaDao.py [ARGM] ARG0 (Default: no argument) Description command
line tool for generating dia source ARG0 Optional. If an argument is needed, it should be listed here. The command line

arguments are "--"[ARG0], which means it doesn't require an argument, "--version", which outputs usage information, and
"--help" which outputs usage information and command line arguments. Example: > python DiaDao.py --chart /tmp/x.pdf --title

My Chart The present invention relates to a top-cage transport truck with a vertical truck frame and a vertically displaced
forwardly directed loading platform supported by the vertical truck frame. A top-cage transport truck of this type is disclosed,
for example, in the Applicant""s EP-A-0 516 891. A vehicle of this type can be seen at, for example, a textile manufacturing

plant. The top-cage transport truck has a vertically-displaced loading platform, which is connected to the vertical truck frame by
a lifting mechanism. When loading the top-cage transport truck, the lifting mechanism raises the front of the platform. In the

lowered state, the platform extends in a substantially horizontal direction and can be placed into a narrow space. It is the object
of the invention to further develop a top-cage transport truck of the type described in the introduction so that the upper frame

part of the platform can be pivoted about a substantially horizontal axis from a loading position into a stowing position. In a top-
cage transport truck, this object is attained by connecting the upper frame part of the platform with a front and a rear frame part

of the platform by a first and a second horizontal articulated coupling unit, respectively. The first articulated coupling unit is
connected with the rear frame part of the platform, and the second articulated coupling unit is connected with the front frame
part of the platform. The two articulated coupling units are connected to each other by a first and a second vertical articulated

coupling unit, respectively, so that the upper frame part of the platform can be 520fdb1ae7
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